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Abstract 

A robot control architecture called SPOTT 1 is 
proposed and implemented as a real-time and 
parallel system of concurrently executing and co
operati ng modules. SPOTT provides a bridge 
for linkin?; b ehaviora l (i.e., reactive) and sym
bolic control. T he control system is a real
t ime A I system which is responsible for dynam
ically adapting to changing environmental cir
cumstances in order to successfully execute and 
completr a set of navigational tasks for an au
tonomous mobile robot . SPOTT consists of a be
havioral controller , a local dynamic path planner, 
and a global path planner , as well as a map and 
a graphical user interface. T he behavioral con
trol formalism is called TR+ a nd is based on an 
adaptation and f'xtension of the Teleo-Reac tive 
(TR) formali sm introduced by Nils Nilsson. TR+ 
rules make decisions which affect actuator control 
and map database maintenance. :\ dynami c local 
path planner continually polls the map database 
in order to navigate around newly encountered 
ubstaclr~ . The local dynamic path planner i~ 
based on cl. potential field method using harmonic 
functions, which are guaranteed to have no spu
rious local minima. The global planning module 
advises the local planning module of t he effects 
of a global goal. We have developed a real-lime 
parallel implementation of SPOTT using a me~
sage passing softwa.re package called PVM. Nav
igat ional experiments have consisted of moving 
the robot in an office and laboratory environment 
to known and unknown spatial locations with no 
or a parti al a priori map. 

Introduction 
There is a variety of potential applicationtl for mobik 
robots in such diverse areas as forestry , space , nuclear 
reactors , environmental disasters , industry, and offi ce~. 
Tasks in these environments are hazardous l.0 humans , 

1 A System wh ich imegj'ate~ P oten t ial fields for planning 
On-line with T R+ program control in onler to successfully 
execute a general sui t:: oj T ask com maJlds. 
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remotely located , or tedious. Potential tasks for au
tonomous mobile robots include maintenance, delivery 
and security surVloillance which all requirr some form 
of intelhgent navigational capabilities. A robot will 
be a useful addition to these domil.ins only when it 
is capable of functioning robustly under a. wide vari
ety of environmental conditions and is able to operate 
without human intervention for long period" of time. 
The environment:,; in which robots must operate in arp 
dynamic , unprpdictable and not com pletely specifiable 
beforehand by a map. In order for a robot to suc
cessfully complete a set of tasks, it must dynamically 
interact with the environmpnt il.nd adapt to changing 
circumst ances. Biological crea.tures apparently execme 
many tasks in the world by using a com bination of rou
tine skills, wi thou t doing any exten"i ve reasoning. In 
recent years rp"earch('rs have usrd this as a guide to 
formulate behavioral architectures for robot contro l. 

Most of the proposed approaches are variations of 
t be subsumption architecture as introduced by Rod
ney Brooks (Brooks 1986) at MIT. This technique was 
in sharp contrast to the traditional robot arch itecture 
approach in which complex modrls of t llP environment 
were huilt before planning and executing actions. Orig
;na1l) . thp. hehavioral approach de-emphasized model 
building to the extreme by having no internal model 
of the environment at all. However, recent brhav
ioral a rchitectures do have internal models (Gat rt al. 
1994) ,(Mataric 1992). Behavioral architec tures al so 
possess many sensor-action streams which are executecl 
in parallel while the traditional approach has only a 
si ngle proc{'ssing stream. The biggest advantage of be
havioral architectures is that thcy are reaeli Iy respon
sive to environmental change:; . Howcver, they have not 
scaied well to morr ~ complex problems involving sym
bolic reasoning. 

A small corlJmunity of robotics researchers are mov
ing towards a three layered hi erarchical robot control 
architecture (Hexmoor & Kortpnkamp 1995). The low
est layer is a react ive control syst pm such RS the sub-
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sumption architecture (Brooh Hl86). The reactive 
layer is readily responsive t.o different :;ensed stimuli. 
Th e top layer is a traditional symholic planning and 
modeling system. This layer is also refprred to as a 
ddiberate layer. Some of thp responsibilities of the 
symbolic layer include managing the consistency and 
integrity of world model information, and abstract
ing npw information, as well as validating control is
sues such as controllability, reachability, and observ
ability. TI1P middle layer, which integrates the re
active and symbolic layers, has not yet been clparly 
specified. There have been various attempts at defin
ing the middle layi'f as a sequencing layer, which 
transforms a procet.!ural list of task commands into 
an pxecutable "pt of reactive skills (Firby 1987),(Gat 
1992),(Georgpff & Lansky 1987) ,(Simmons 1991). This 
sequencing layer turn" reactive behaviors on and off, 
and does not guarantee successful rompletion of any 
task Task completion cannot be guaranteed unless 
a planner is integrated with the behavioral controller. 
Some researchers (Arkin 1990),(Gat 1992) have sug
gested defining the middle layer as a planner. A path, 
consisting of a set of linear segmf'nts, is planned from 
the start to goal position. Reactive behaviors can over
ride the execu tion of this plan however it is not clear 
how control is subsequently resumed by the path nx
ecutor . A path pl annpr is needed in order t.o provide 
any guarantee of task completion, however, it needs 
to be intimately interwoven with the behavioral con
troller. This will permit the behavioral controller to 
execute Illany tasks independently of a reasoning mod
ule. In this case, a reasoning system can be easily 
integrated , ant.! will take on the role of an advisor2 

The paper proposes a system - SPOTT - which 
bridges thp gap between thp low and top levelt;. 
SPOTT is not a completely distinct layer, but instead 
inte.Q; '·at ns behavioral (i.e., reactive) control, planning 
and some symbolic reasoning idto a cohesive system. 
In essence , SPOTf is a m erging of the low and middle 
layprs. It does some reasoning using the global plan
ning module. However, t he latter could b0. replaced by 
a symbolic reasoner3 in order to perform more than 
just AI search. ~Iany navigational tasks can be per
formed with SPOTT, but task completion in certain 
scenarios will require additional - more complex - rea
soning capabilities. 

2 The reaso ning system will provide pertinent Informa
tion to the planning and behaviorai moduie~ , as well as 
perform maintenance on the internal model. 

3T he COCOLOG (Caines & Wang 1995) reasoning syS

tem being developed by Caines and his g,roup at CtMls the 
one planned to be interfaced with SPOTT. 
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The Problem 
The problem we are addressing is autonomous naviga
tion in a dynamic unpredictablE' environment which is 
not completely specifiabk by a map beforehand. The 
three fundamental mobile robot navigational problems 
are (Leonard & Durrant-Whyte 1991): (1) "When. am 

I going?"; (2) "How am I going to get thrre 0 '; and 
(3) "Where am 10 '. SPOTT addresses the first two 
questions and the issue of robot posi tion estimation is 
handled by integrating an existing localization module 
(~ackenzie & Dudek 1994) into the system. The envI
ronment is unstructured, and there is either no a priori 
information (i.f., map) or there is a partial map of the 
permanent structures. .\ "partial map" is a map of 
the permanent fixed strurtures in thp. environment, as 
would be presented by an architectural CAD drawing4. 
The assumption is made that there is an a hstract graph 
representation of thp map available ronsistent with the 
architectural CAD map. The abstract graph consists 
of nodes and edges, wh0.re nodes represent rooms or 
portions of hallway and the edges represent acress ways 
(i.e., doors) between the nodes. We use a CAD map 
of our office and laboratory environment. 

SPOTT has been tested in this environment with a 
limited se t of general navigational t asks . It has i)een 
implemented on <1 ro llection of SGI and SL 1'< work
stations and tested with a l\omad :W0 5 mobil E' roboL. 
The typ0. of sensors on the robot include sonar, infrared 
proximity, bumper , and two controllable range sensors 
mounted on pan-tilt heads (QGADRTS) (Blais, Rioux, 
& Domey 1991). 

Types of Navigational Tasks 

The types of navigational tasks studied are bas0.d on 
a language lexicon which is a minimal spanning subse t 
for human 2D navigational tasks (Landau & J ackcndoff 
1993),(Milkr & Johnson-Laird 1976). User-specified 
commal1ds and internal communications are formu
lated using this lexicon. The tasks are based on the 
verbs" GO" and "FIND" (S0.e Figure 1), and a mode of 
operation called intelligent tele-optralioll. A task com
mand formulated with the verb GO assumes th at the 
goal is a known spatial location, whneas a task com
mand formulated with the verb FIND assumes that a 
descr iption of the object is known hut its spatial loca
tion is not (see Figure 1). Intelligent cc!p-opera tion is 
~oncerned with navigating t he rohot in a specific di
rr:CLlOn with no pre-defi ned target - following sim ple 

4 Architectural drawings are readily available in com
puter readable CAD formats. 

sThe l\omad 200 is manufactured by Nomadic Tech
nologies Inc. , 2133 Leghorn Street, Mountain View, CA 
')4043-1605, tel. 41 ,j-98R-7200 c- mail: nomad(Uirobots.com 



GOAL: spatial location known 

a) GO 

GOAL: spatial location unknown, 
but oblect description 
known (chair) 

b) FIND 

Figure 1: Types of Navigational Tasks. The types 
of tasks considered are based on the verbs GO and FI.VD. a) 
When UO is specified, it is assumed that the spatial location 
of the goal is known. b) When FIAD is specified, it is assumed 
that a description of the object sought is known, but its spatial 
location is not known . 

directional commands such as forward, left, to name a 
few - until an obstacle is encountered. 

Thf' ability of SPOTT to guarantef' task complf'tion 
depends on tlH~ typf' of task and the amount of a priori 
information. SPOTT can guarantee task completion 
when thE' task is GO and a CAD map is available a 
priori, or during the tele-operation modf'. In other 
situati ons, SrOTT needs to interfacr to a r('ason ing 
module in order to guara.ntee task cumpktion. 

The SPOTT Robot Control System 

rhe proposed architecture - <:alled SPOTT - consists 
of (1) a cont rol 'nodule , (2<1) a local planning module , 
(2b) a global planning module t3) a map database 
(i. e., world model), and ('I) a graphical USf'r interface 
(GUI) (see Figure 2). TIl(' control module is based on 
interpreting the task command lexicon within the con
text of a collection of h phavioral d ecision rules. The 
behavioral language intf'rpreter evaluates, arbitrates, 
and executes a collection of behavioral decision rules. 
In a behavioral decision rule, t he antecedent is based 
on the processing of sensory and world model infor
mation and the con~equent is a set of actions. The 
selected actions control the robot actuators or update 
t he world model. A local planning module continually 
queries the world model and incrementally calcuiates 
a trajectory for locally satisfying the task command 
goal. The global planning module advises the local 
Dlallnin),; module on the effects of the global goal. The 
~hual planner p(·rforms ,\1 search in order to find a 
path ill :t,;ymholic (i. f'., absLract) representation of the 
.map. It i~ no\, 111 the cr itica l real-time feedback loop of 
the system, so It is not ~ubject to the same time con
strain ts as the behavioral controller and local planner. 
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Figure 2: System Overview. The main components 
of SPOTT are illustrated. The behavioral controller is an in
terpreter of control programs. The potential field performs 
dynamic local path planning. An AI planner produces a path 
based on an abstract graph representation of the CAD map 
and provides global information to the loca! path planner. The 
map database contains the a priori CAD map, a graph abstrac
tion of the CAD map , as well as a map of the neVIIly sensed 
features. 

A reasoning modulI' would operate on a similar t;me 
scalp as the global path planner. The fact that the 
global planner already exists as part of SPOTI' indi
cates that other timp non-critical modules - such at> a 
symbolic reasoning ;;;ystem - could be integrated with 
SPOTT. The plausibiJity of integration with a nigller 
level reasoning system shows how SPOTT could pro
vide the crucial link be tween short-range reaction and 
long-range reasoning (Hexmoor & I<ortenkamp 1995). 

An extension of Teleo-Readive6 (TR) programs pro
posed by Nilsson (Nilsson 1992),(:"lilsson 1994) - calJ ed 
TR+ programs - is used for specifying behavioral con
trol in an asynchronous and r;onr.urrent ;mplcinenta
tion. TR programs are an ordered list of production 
rul es whirh a rc continually rerompiled during execu
tion time into an rquivalent hiera rchical circuit . A TR 

6The actions of the robot are influenced by its goals, 
hence the term teleo. This term was coined by \1ilsson in 
(Nihson 1992) . 



program is represented as a graphical tree, called a TR 
tree, where a condition is specified by a nodr and an 
action by an arr:. TR+ programs allow condition and 
action expres~ions and present the programmer with 
the ability to control how and when the expressions 
are evaluated. The formalism permits the "person
ality" of the robot (i.e., the srt of behaviors) to be 
programmed in a similar fashion to conventional pro
gramming (i.e., with parametrr passing and binding, 
hierarchy, ilnd recursion). Potential limi tations with 
thr TR+ formalism are arise for problems which are 
difficult to completely express as a collection of rules , 
surh as ob:;tacle avoidance. 

Handling obstaele avoidance within the TR formal
ism can be difficult since every potential situation 
would have to be addressed. Many possible ob!:ita
de avoidance contextual rules could actuaIly be cn
coJed a.s TR+ behavioral rules , but there is no guar
unt ;;€; I-hat all environmental contexts would be cap
turpd. 'Jo overcome the combinatorial explosion of ob
staelp avoidance rules, an independent concurrent mod
ule performs local path planning based on a potential 
field technique. The latter i~ a representation based on 
a discretized grid of the map7 and avoids the combi
natorial pitfalls associated with encoding all possible 
obstacle avoidance situations in a rule-based systelll. 
During execution, the TR+ program continually pro
viues goal, obstacle, and robot position estimate infor
mation - via the map database - to the potential field 
modul e, which in turn is responsible for dynamic local 
path planning . TIl[- map database contains the a pri
uri (: \ n mil.p . a graph abstraction of the CAD map , 
'l.S well as a map of all newly sensed features . If the 
destination is unknown , a TR+ program executes an 
exploratory set of actions by proposing intermediate 
goals appropriate for the sensed environment, context, 
and task. 

The local path planner is baseJ on the biologically 
plausible (Connolly & Burn~ 1992) potential fieldS 
method. It dynamically rpacts to the obstacle, goal 
and robot position R'3timate information in thr map 
data base, which is continually being updated by th(' 
TR+ control program. The potential function used by 
the local planner is a harmonic function , which inher
ently does not exhibit any local minima. If at least 
one path eXists to a known destination , the path plan
ning strategy is guarantred to find a path to that goal 
(Doy Ie & Snell 1984). A hierarchical coarse-to-finr pro
cedure involving a collection of harmonic function::. at 

7 The map consists of a locai window into the architec
tural CAD map and the collection of newly sensed feat ures. 

8The potential .field is a gradient vector based on a dis
Cl'etJZed version of the potential funcl ion. 
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varying resolutions is used to guarantee a timely and 
correct control strategy at the expens(' of accuracy. 
The local path planner gets advice from the global path 
planner. 

The global planning module performs classical AI 
search - using standard AI graph search algorithms 
such as Dijkstra's algorithm (Aho, Hopcroft , & CIl
man 1983) - through a graph structure of nodes and 
arcs, and advises the local planning module of the lo
cal effects of a goal which is outside the current local 
extent. The two planners - (1) potential field planner 
(local path planner), and (2) AI-bnsed planner (global 
path planner) - function in parallel, pass pertinent in
formation between themselves, and operate on differ
ent time-scales. The local path plannrr is in a control 
feedback loop with the robot and environment, and 
its actuator commands are crucial to the real-time op
eration of the robot. On the other hand, the global 
path plann('r uses states which change at a slower rate. 
Thes(' are thr current nnd potential physical locations 
oi (tIe fOGot with respect to the nodes in the graph 
structure . wlwre a Dod(' is a room, or 1, hallway por
tion. 

The global path planner only performs one of th e 
functions of a reasoning system. One can easily envi
sion replacing it by a more comprehensive reasoning 
syst('m. Such a system would provide additional capa
bilities su('h as detf'rmining goal rearhability, spatial 
reasoning and map maintenance, and the determina
tion of new TR+ programs (i.('., control s trategies). 
Presently, the local and global path planners , as well 
as the behavioral controller, funrtion concurrently and 
communicate asynchronously amongst ea.ch other, in 
order to execute a wide variety of navigational tasks 
presented by the user. 

Teleo-Reactive Behavioral Control 

Teleo-Reactive Programs 

Teleo-Reactive (TR) programs have bf'f'n recently in
troduced by Nils Nibson 9 as a formalism for specifying 
pvent-dri ven behavioral control (l\ilsson 1992), (Nilsson 
1994). They are very similar to an ordered set of pro
duction rules. TR programs diff('r from production 
syscelJlS in that t he conditions are runtinuously evalu
atBu and the action associated with the current highest 
IH,CE condition is always the one being execut('d. The 
action::. can be durative or discrete whereas production 
syst 2111 actions are only discl'ct p.. 

TR programs can be represent('d gra.phically or as an 
ordered set of rules (see Figure 3). Th(' nodes consist 

9See the papers by Nils Nilsson (~ilsson 1992 ),(~jlsson 
1994) for a comparison with other formalisms. 



(equal (position, loc)) 

move 

goto (loc) 

equal(positlon,loc) -> nil 

equal(headlng,course(poslllon,loc» -> move 

T -> rotate 

amble (loc) 

equal(posltion,loc) -> nil 

, clear-path(posltlon,loc) -> goto(loc) 

amble( new-point(posltlon',loc» T -> amble(new-point(position,loc» 

8 
Figure 3: A Simple TR Tree for Controlling a 
Robot (adapted from (Nilsson 1994)) , The golo program 
causes the robot to rotate if it is not aligned with the goal else 
the robot moves forward, The amble program picks random 
points which serve as intermediate goals if there is not a clear 
path to the goal. If there is a clear path, the gala program 
is called. This program may not be successful if appropriate 
random locations are not selected. 

01 conditions based on srnsory inputs and world mod
els , The arcs consist of actions on the world, dr iving 
the actuators either directly ur via some intermediate 
representation. An actiun may itselfbe a TR program. 
All the condi tions in the tree are continuously evalu
a ted and the arc leaving the highest level TRUE node 
is executed, A hierarchical order is imposed in order 
to define which conditions are ranked higher. A TR 
program is designed so that for each I'u/p, f{ i ~ ai, J(j 

is the regression , through action a j , of some particular 
condition higher in the list. J<j is the weakest condition 
such th at the execution of action aj (under t hI' most 
probable operating circumstances) achieves some par
ti cular condition I<j which is higher in the list U < i). 
The condi t ion I< 1 is t he goal condi tion the program 
is designed to achipve. The expcution of the actions 
in a TR program ultimately achieves the goal. Should 
an action havp an unexpected pffect, the program will 
nevertheless cont mue working towards thp goaL 
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The nodes and arcs can have free variables associ
ated with the computed conditions and actions , which 
are buund whrn the TR program is called. Variables 
can be passed amongst conditions and actions in a 
TR program, and amongst TR programs. In addition 
to having a hierarchical :;trudure, a TR program can 
be recursive lO . The trees are dynamically artivated 11, 

and deactivated 12 The control programs which arE' 
created from the specified language are called circuit 
semar!llcs13 . The idea behind TR programs is to give 
the control system the expressive power of a computPr 
program, Thp subsurnption architecture (Brooks 1986) 
can be codpd by the TR formalism, but the TR formal
ism 1';O(;S beyond the subsumption architecturr since it 
permits more compact and general decision-making. 

Teleo-Reactive+ Programs 

We havp extended :'-l'ilsson 's TR formalism so that it 
can handle the execution of TR programs in real time. 
Nilsson's experiments with TR programs havp used off
line computation (i.e" a LISP machine). Simulations 
using a virtual world , or simulating the concurrency of 
executing TR programs is not adequate for evaluating 
the TR paradigm, To properly evaluate this, on-line 
computatIOn i:; needed. Our real-time extension j:; a 
concurrent implementation using messagp passing on a 
network of computers. The extensions to the original 
TR formalism - called TR+ - allow action and condi
tion expressions in the arcs and nodes, respectively, as 
well as C'Ontrol of how and whcn thr expressions are 
evalua ted. 

TR programs do not permit condition expressions 
and more than one action to be driven from a node. 
This has been remedied in the TR+ formalism . In this 
formalism , a set of actions can be performed in parallel 
or in sequential order. An expression of condi tions is 
created by thp logical operators AND and OK We have 
extended this to allow the programmer to specify how 
and when the expression is actually eva! uated, Th e fr e
quency rate of computation of a rondition is specified 
by the programmer. The condition expression is eith er 
computed from left to right or all condition processes 
are evaluated in parallel. If the expression is evalu ated 
from left to right, then when its logical valu E' is known, 

10 A TR program can call itself. 
i 1 By calling a TR program via an action arc. 
12 A garbage collection proces~ deactivates the Tl{ pro

gram and its condition processes when it is not being called, 
13Circuit semantics are equivalent to the subsulliption 

architecture (Brouks 1986). The only difference being is 
that the circuits for the TR programs are created at fWl

time, while the subSllmption circuit is compiled before run
time. 



no further conditions are evaluated in thE' expression 14
. 

This provides thf' capability of turning off computation 
of c!:rtain condi tion processes subject to f' vent states, 
and also saves computational time. 

The TR+ int!:rpreter ~xecutes programs asyn
chronously and in paralkl. Message passing software 
is used to distribute the computation of the conditions 
across a collection of prOCfssors. 

As with the TR formalism, TR+ programs are rep
resented graphically as TR+ trees. TR+ programs 
maintain the essential properties of TR programs. The 
extensions permit gr~ater flexibility in programming 
systems for real-timf' interac tivity with a dynamic and 
unpredictable environment . 

A TR+ program which fa"ilitates concurrent dy
namic m ap creation and localization of the robot, while 
striving to meet the task objective is shown in Figure 
4. The map creation and locali zation is based on sonar 
range data and was developed at e lM (Mackenzie & 
Dudf'k 1994). In this example, the program contin
ues executing until the task target has been reached . 
The environmen t is mapped and the robo t is local
ized , continually at a specifif'd frequency, while await
in g t ask completion. The local path pl anner reads the 
map database and continually plans and executes the 
path of t he robot . An example of the exewtion of 
thE' program is shown in thf: Experiments sect ion. The 
TR+ formalism easily accommodates additional sen
sors , sensor processing modules , actua tors and control 
strategies . 

Planning 

Dynamic Local Path Planning 

Biologically plausible potential fields are used to per
form dynCLmic local path planning. The potential field 
approach a pplif's a fundi on over a discrete grid of ob
stack and goal configurations, and the path is deter
mined by perform ing gradient descent on t his funct ion . 
A drawback of the potential field m f' thod is that some 
potential functions have spurious local minima . These 
functions are h~uristi\ and are usually found by sum
ming together local potentials for eac:h obstacle and 
goal in the configuration (I<hatib 1986) . An advantage 
of such heuris t ic functions is that I hey ~re computa
tionally inexpensive. 

We have used a specific type of po tential function 
- a harmonic fun ction - to provide navigational com
m ands . .'\. harmonic funct ion has been shown t( ; have 
the desirabk property of no local minima (Connolly & 

14 For example, consider the expn~ssion A(/\-+ )B , which 
means perform A /\ B and compute the expression from left 
to right. If A is false, B is not evaluated . If .4 is true, B is 
evalua ted. 
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is tas k target reac hed O 

(Localize_lheJoboIO II 
Map_the_en vironmentO) 

TRUE 

Map_.the_environmentO 

'set object positions to(OBJECT ]OSITIONS) 

new object positions ure(OBJECT _POSITIONS ) 

Localize .. the .... robot() 

'set robot pos it ion to(ROBOT ]OSITION) 

current robot position is(ROBOT_POSITION) 

Figure 4: A TR+ Program for the GO Task. A 

TR+ tree for controlling a robot navigating towards a goal 
position , while concurrently building a map and localizing the 
robot is shown . 

Grupen 1993),(Tarassenko & Bl ake 1991). If at least 
one path exists to a known destin ation location , the 
path planning stra.tegy is guaranteed to find it. 

The important contributions of our potential field 
approach are (1) the g;u aranteeing of propel' rantro l 
with a collection of potential functions at varyi ng 
resolutions , (2) limiting t he extent of the potentia.l 
function 15 by sliding it when the robot m ovf'S around 
the environment , and (3) an implementation which 
separa tes the com pu tation from the control. 

A harmonic functi on on a domain 16 D C R" IS a 

ISThis is necessary because the harmonic functi on is a 
rapidly decaying function. 

16n is the free space. The fref space is what is left after 
the space occupied by the obstacles and goal s is removed. 



functIOn which satisfies Laplacp.'s equation: 

(1) 

The value of ¢ is given on a closed domain 12, which 
is the potential function space C. The robot is mod
eled as a point in the potential field. Since it has an 
actual size and geon1f'try (in our case cylindrical), all 
obstacles are padded accordingly (e.g., a line becomes a 
rectangle, as shown in Figure 6). A harmonic function 
satisfies the iVlaximum Prmciplel7 and the Uniquenpss 
Principle l8 (Doyle & Snell 1984). 

.\Tavigational path planning is considered only on a 
2D planar surfar.e. The boundary consists of all ob
stacle boundaries goal models, and the closed domain 
boundary of n. The harmonic function can be it~r

atively computed by taking advantage of ib inhrrent 
averaging propf'rty, where a point is the avp.ragc of it~ 
neighboring points. A nin e-point iteration kernel can 
be used to solve LaplaCf~' s equation (van de Vooren & 
Vliegenthart 1967): 

Ui,j = i-(Ci+l ,j + Ui-l,j + Ci,j+l + Ui,j -d 

+}O(Ui+l,j+l + Ui-l ,j+l + U'-l,j-l + Ui +Jj -t) 
(2) 

The field of artificial veloci ties ii (e), is prod uced 
from a differentiable potential fun ct ion U : ejre e -t 
8'(2 : 

V(e) = -VU(e) (3) 

where \"C(e) denotes thf' gradient vector of [' at (e): 

(4) 

Th!· traj er. tory of thf' path is determined by selecting 
the steepest gradient at the current e~timate of the 
robot 's position. A message passing paradigm is used 
to control a collection of processes r.omputing the har
monic [unction for a givf' n configuration. An indepen
dent process polls the gradient value at the current 
(:slimate of the robot '" position in order to determine 
the ne\\ robot t rajenory. 

The iterative computation of the harmonic function 
for a given configuration takes a fixed amount of time 
before convergence is achieved. Polling the gradient 
before convergence to the harmonic function will re
sult in potentially f'rron eous trajectories. Thus, it i~ 

17 The Maximum 1-'rincipie guarantees that then, arr no 
local minima in the harmonic function . 

18 The Uniqueness Pt'inciple states t he iollowing: If 
f(x, y) and g(x, y) are harmonic functions on n such that 
f(x, y) = g( :£, y) for all bOUilda,y p oints, then f( x , y) = 
g(x, y) fol' all x , y 
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Figure 5: Multi-Resolution Potential Field,,;. The 
trajectory ot the robot is continuously available by taking the 
gradient at the resolution which is most reliable at a particular 
time instance . 

desirable to have the computation converge to the har
monic function almost instantaneously. The computa
tion time is f'xpon entialiy proportion al to the number 
of discrete grid elements. It would be desirable to re
duce the number of grid elements , but the fewer their 
number, the coarser the trajectory path. A reason
able tradeoff is to cowputr the harmonic function for 
different grid ff~solutions ; and use the coarse grid re
sult initially gradually progressing to using the fin er 
grid results as their associaten computations con verge. 
The fin er grids will only be used for trajectory control 
if thrre have been no sensed changes in t.he environ
ment since initiating the computation for the current 
configura.tion. This procedure allows th e computa.tion 
and execution of the plan to fun ct ion correctly, as well 
as concurrently (~ee Figure 5). 

The potential field is not able to cover the entire 
environmental space (the CAD plan) due to th e enor
mous computational costs associated with a large num
ber of grid elements, and the' rapidly decaying nature of 
the harmonic function. The environment usen for our 
experiments is an office and iaLJoratory space which is 
6500 cm by 3990 cm. The l arge~t size an individual 
grid element can be is 402 cm , which is determiJ1('d by 
using three grid elf'ments to orcupy the space between 
the two closest features in the environment. In our 



Figure 6: Sliding Local Path Planner. The potential 
field slides when the robot moves towards its boundary. The 
global path planner provides the information which projects 
the u Iti mate goal outside the local extent, onto the current 
local boundary. 

case , thp. narrowest regions are hallways. To alleviate 
this ::;itua tion, the potential field m ethod is used as a 
lucal path pl anner and slides around ~s the robot navi
?;a tes. When the robot reaches the bounds of the local 
region , it is m oved to centrl ' the robot (see Figure 6) . 

At any particular time, there are uncertainties asso
r iated wi th Lhe posi tion of the sensed features and the 
robot. To compensate for these, all obstacles in thE' 
rlJap are padded by a potential error factor which IS 

one quarter the diameter of the robot (i. e .) 13 Cln). 

Global Graph Planning 

Thf' global planning module performs classical Ai 
::;earch using Dijkstra's algorithm (Aho, Hopcroft , & 
Tillm an 1983) through a graph structure of nodes and 
arcs. A gra ph abstrartion of the CAD map is obtained 
by assigning nodes to rooms and hallway portions and 
edges to th e access ways (i.e. , doo rs) between nodes. 
The glObal graph planner determines a pat II baspd on 
start and stop nodes defin ed by the rurrent location 
and desired destination ofr,he robot. If the current 
goal is outside the extent of the local path planner, 
then the global path planner proj ects the goal onto the 
border of the local map used by the local path planl1f~ r. 

The projection of the goal onto the border is based on 
t he path produced a t t he abstract graph level. 

Implementation 

SPOTT is implemented in parali el, tim::. pnmitting 
real-time asynchronous function ali ty. The au tonomous 
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robot communicates via a radio link to SPOTT which 
runs on a computer network. SPOTT's processing is 
distributed anoss a collection of SC Nand SGI work
stations. Th(' software tool PVM 19 (Parallel Virtual 
MachinE') (Geist et ai. 1993) was used to distribute the 
control, planning, and graphical user interface process
ing across a collection of existing processor resources. 
PVM is a message passing library which allows the har
nessing of a collection of heterogeneous processors into 
a single transparent, cohesive and unified framework 
for the development of parallel programs. The PVyI 
system transparently handles resource allocation, mes
sagf' routing, data conversion for incompat.ible archi
tectures , and other tasks that are necessary for oper
ation in a heterogeneous network environment. PVM 
offers excellent price-performance characteristics com
pared to massively parallel processors (Sunderam et 
at. 1993). The portability and heterogeneolls property 
of PYM m a kes it possible to transfer thi s architecture 
on-board the robot in the future. The computa tion for 
both the TR+ program control and local planning is 
also distribut('d to provide real-time response. Typi
cally, ten to fifteen proc('ssors are used in an experi
m ent. 

The paralldization uf computing th(' harmonir fun c
tion is based on a master-~lave relationship. The mas
ter process contains the pntire discretized grid array 
and sends sub-grids (i.e. , a subset of the data) to other 
processes for the computation of a single itera tion. Af
tC'r compl(' tion of on f' it f' ration by a slave process of 
its subset of data, th p data are sent bark to the mas
tf'r process. This sequence of iterations continues in
definitely and asynchronously. The parameters of the 
spacf' (i. f' ., new object and goal modds) can be al
tered on the fly. Simultaneously, another process per
forms steepest gradient descent at the most reliable 
rPtloiution 20 for robo t traj ectory control. This allows 
the computation and execution of thp plan to be don e 
con r. urrent Iy. 

The TR+ program interpreter is also implf'mented 
using PYM. Each of the conditions is evaluated con
r.urrently as a separate process. OnE' way to represent 
TR+ programs is in a tree graph format. The Dotty 
(Koutsofios 8;; :'-l"orth 1994) toolkit ha-; be('n used to cre
ate software for visually programming TR+ programs 
as trees , and for monitoring Lhe execution ufTR+ pro
grams. 

Dotty is a toolkit developed by AT&T Bell Labora-

19This is an ongoing project carried out by a consurtiuTTl 
head",d by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

2 0 The coarse resolution is llsed at the onset of a conhg
uration change while the finest resolution - also, the most 
accurate - IS eventually llsed if thel-e are no configura tional 
changes. 



tories which is used to create software for visually pro
gramming and monitoring graph structures. The pack
age produces aesthetically pleasing graph layouts when 
provided with the graph's content~. The graphical dis
play tools provided by AT&T21 includr. a customizable 
user interface for drawing and editing graphs, a UNIX 
filter program for generating graph layouts based on a 
graphical language and graph layout algorithms, and 
a language for developing user interfaces and picture 
drawing. 

During execution, there: is a wealth of on-line graphi
cal information displayed, namely, the current state: of: 
the TR+ control programs ; the equal potential con
tours of the potential function used by the local path 
planner; the global path in the abstract map; the pla
nar map of the robot and its environment ; as well as 
the graphical user interface for contro!' The software 
packagr. PVaniM (Topol, Stasko , & Sunderam 1994) is 
also used to provide online visualization (i.e., of pro
cessor and memory usuage) of SPOTT's distributed 
exerution with PVM. All of the: graphics a re displayed 
on two workstations, because there is not enough dis
play spare on a single workstation. Future research 
will have to address the interact ion wi th the user, in 
particular, the management of the graphical inforrna
t ion. 

Experiments 

Experimentation has been conducted for a variety of 
tasks. The experiments have been performed under 
two different scenarios: (1) no map is available a pri
ori; and (2) a partial map of the permanent structures 
(i.e., walls) is available a priori. An AUTOCAD arrhi
tectural drawing of our office and la boratory space was 
used as a partial map of the permanent structures. 

The TR+ interpreter takes on averagr 0.7 
msec/cycle for a tree with 20 conditions using between 
10 to 15 processors. The time taken to converge to a 
solution by the local path planner, using a 75 by 75 
grid on a collect ion of 5 SGI workstations for 3 obsta
cles and a goal , is approximately 4 seconds. For our 
sl iding potential field experiments, the grid size was 35 
by 35, which converges in less than 2 seconds. 

One experiment was performed using the TR+ pro
gram illust rated in Figure 4. There was no a priori 
map. The "obot moved at 10 Cln/sec and updated its 
map of the environment from sonar data every 5 sec
onds. The robot was localized 22 every 10 seconds. The 

2i The graph drawing package is called dotty. T he UN IX 
filter program for generating graph layouts is called doi. 
The graphical language is called lefty. 

22The localization procedure collect:, sonar measure
ments and correlates them with the existing a priori and 
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map built up during execution of the task is given in 
Figure 7. Figure 8 shows selected framps during the 
execu tion of the task. 

\ ! 
X, 
\ 
\ 

/ 

"rl./-- .-- / / 
' " 

-<~~ 
\ 

\ 

Figure 7: Dynamic Mapping and Trajectory De
termination. As the robot moves towards a pre-defined 
spatial location, sonar data updates the map and alters the 
trajectory. 

TIME 

Figure 8: Autonomous Navigation with No A Pri
ori Map. The robot successfully navigated around various 
obstacles as it traversed towards a pre-defined spatial location. 

A second experiment, shown in Figure 9, i1lustriltes 
thp robot navigating to a pre-dl'fined location. In t his 
experiment, t he robot uses an availahlp CAD map as 
a priori knowledge. During task execution, the robot 
discovers the' features (e.g., the partition) that are not 
preseJlt in the (AD map. In this example, the robot 
moved at 50 em/tier. The mapping of the environment 
was performed every 150 cm traversr.d by thp robot, 
or when prpvinusly unsensed parts of the r.nvironment 

discovered map. 



need to be observed 23 (e.g., around the partition in 
Figure 9). Localization of the robot was performed at 
the start of task execu tion . There is only a limited set 
of locations in the environment where our localization 
technique would work, one of them being the corner of 
the room. Other locations are also identified a priori 
as potentially good localization areas, and when the 
robot is in close proximity to these areas , the robot is 
localized . 

c) 
Local Map 

Shown are the 
CAD map and 
sensed features, 
as well as the 
robot and its 
traced path. 

A priori, the robot only knows 
about walls; 
the partition 
is discovered while 
executing the task. 

Figure 9: Autonomous Navigation with a Partial 
A Priol'i Map, A priori, the robot only knows of the walls 
in the CAD map . (a) shows the initial configuration and the 
desired destination. (b) shows the location of the local map in 
the global map . (c) shows the local map at task completion , 
aiong with the CAD and sensed features, as well as the exe
cuted trajectory. The padding of the features, to account for 
uncertainty and the local path planner modeling of the robot 
as a point, is illustrated by the grey regions surrounding the 
line (i .e .. wall) features . 

In addition to using sonar data for navigation, we 
a lso use QUADRIS raIlge dat a, infrared, and bumper 
sensors . QUADRIS range data is employed for ob
j ect recognition. Horizontal and vertical objen range 
profil es are used to recognize features such as doors, 
cha irs and desks (Bui 1996). The control of the pan-

23This is done by observing the global changes in the 
robot 's trajectory. If the robot '5 direction has changed by 0' 

degrees since the last mdPping, the environment is mapped 
again. The value used for a was 60 degrees. 
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tilt heads is a pre-defined scanning pattern depending 
on the context24 . The bumper and infrartcd sensors are 
used to indicate features missed by the sonar and range 
sensors , if any. The TR+ programs for QUADRIS, 
bumper and infrared mapping are all similar to the 
"Alap_thc_environmenf' program illustrated in Figure 
4. All the mapping TR+ programs operak in parallel. 

All of the TR+ programs discussed so far are based 
on knowing the spatial location of the goal beforehand. 
The task is completed successfully when the robot ar
rives at the desired position, as is the case when the 
task c:ommand is "GO'. However, when the task com
mand is "FIND", a search n('eds to b E' perfornJed of 
thp. environment. If a partial map is available;, the con
trol struc:ture can be used to guide the robot. Figure~ 
la, 11, and 12 show examples of the TR+ programs 
used for searching the environment in order to find 
a particular object. We are currently f'xperimenting 
with the TR+ programs for "FINDing" objects. The 
types of objects which can be found is limited by the 
recognition capabilities of th(' QUA DRIS (i.e., range 
data) perceptual processing. Recognition at this time 
is limitp.d to chairs, doors and walls. Object recogni
tion based on QUADRIS data is an ongoing reseCLrch 
project at elM. 

partial map availableO NOT (partial map availableO) 

Figure 10: Sample TR+ Progr'ams (1). The Inter
preLTask program, illustrated above , is run in parall el with 
the mapping and localization programs, illustrated in Figure 
4. One of the subprograms called by this program is Apri
ori_map_task which is illustrated in Figure 11. 

Conclusions 
We have presented an architecture - called SPOT1 
- which provides a bridge between behavioral ('ontrol 
ana symbolic (i.e., r('asoning) control. Figure 13 il
lustratE's one way of poten tially integrating a reason
ing system with SPOTT. In addition, SPOTT's modu
larity and programmability features m a k(' possible ex
t ending the performed functionality, as well as the do
mains of execution. New control strategies a", well as 

24 For example, a different scanning pattern is used for 
hallways and rooms. 



Search .!hc_rnap_en yironment 
(STATl'S) 

Figure 11: Sample TR+ Progl'ams (2). The 
Apiro"i_map_task program, illustrated above, interprets the 
task command for the case when a map is available a pri
ori. One of the subprograms called by this program -
Search_the_r.:n.vimnmcnt - is illustrated in Figure 12 . 

Il'move inlennediafe larget 
(INTERMEDIATE TAR GET) 

is inlemledia!e large! It:ilched 
(11\ rERMEDIATE TARGET) 

,.;el inlennediale targe t to 

(INTERMEDIATE .TARGET) 

(is intenrediate target set 
(INTERMEDIATE_TARGET) 

v(·» 
find a new roolll 

largeHINTERMEDIATE_TARGET) 

Figure 12: Sample TR+ Pl'Ograms (3). The 
S wrclLlhcenvi,I'o nm(' nt program, illustrated above, is used 
as part of the FIND task command . It sets intermediate 
goals in order to guide and control the robot in order to find 
the target object. 

additional sen~ors and actuators can easily be incor
porated within SPOTT. T here is a wide variety of 
ti1sks which SPOTT can execute based on OUf task 
command lex iron. With a planning module, SPOTT 
is a ble to guarantee task completion under certain cir
cumstances. This permits SPOTT to operate mdepen
dent ly of a reasoning module. 

The modularity of SPOTT, as well as the integrat ion 
of time non-critical processing (i.e., globai pa th plan
ning) shows t hat a time non-critical reasoner could also 
be added . A symbolic reasoner would provide capabil
ities larking in the existing SPOT1 system. Such ca
pabilities include determining goal rpach a bility, spatial 
redsoning and map m aintenance, and the determina-
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Figure 13: Potential Integration of SPOTT and a 
Reasoning System. The reasoning system replaces the 
global path planner. and subsumes its functionality. The 
GUI interfaces to the reasoning system as opposed to the 
behavioral controller. The reasoning system communicates 
task commands to the behavioral controller. as well as con
trol strategies (i ,e., TR+ programs). The reasoning system 
also performs maintenance on the map database (i .e .. inter
nal model). 

tion of new TR+ programs (i,e., control strategies) . 

Behavioral control is hased on ex tending an exist
ing formalism - Teleo-Reactivp prograllls - into Teleo
l{eact iv(' + (TR+) programs . We are the first to im
plement and ('xperiment with a real-time vprsion of t he 
fR formalism. The lattef is not limited to reactive be
haviors (e .g., bumper collision detection , fa ilure mon
itoring), but also permits fun ctional behav iors (e,g., 
m apping the environment , locali zing the robo t) , as well 
as symbolic like behaviors (e .g ., a re on the rooms ex
plored). 

We have developed a real-time parallel implemen
tation of a TR+ interpreter and a dynamic real-time 
path planner using a m('ssage passing software package 
called PV:\1, Navigat ion a l experiments have consisted 
of moving the robo t to known and unknown spatial 10-
cations with no or a pa rtial a priori map. Su ch a m ap 
is readily available for m ost indoor environments in 
the form of a rchitectura l CAD drawings . Our success 
to date has made us optimistir about experimenting 
with more complex environmpnts as wPll as in other 
unstructured environments whi ch may be hazardous 



or remotely located. 
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